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Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is the main treatment for
intermediate stage hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with Barcelona
Clinic Liver Cancer classification because of its exclusive arterial
blood supply. Although TACE achieves substantial necrosis of the
tumor, complete tumor necrosis is uncommon, and the residual
tumor generally rapidly recurs. We combined tirapazamine (TPZ), a
hypoxia-activated cytotoxic agent, with hepatic artery ligation
(HAL), which recapitulates transarterial embolization in mouse
models, to enhance the efficacy of TACE. The effectiveness of this
combination treatment was examined in HCC that spontaneously
developed in hepatitis B virus X protein (HBx) transgenic mice. We
proved that the tumor blood flow in this model was exclusively
supplied by the hepatic artery, in contrast to conventional ortho-
topic HCC xenografts that receive both arterial and venous blood
supplies. At levels below the threshold oxygen levels created by
HAL, TPZ was activated and killed the hypoxic cells, but spared the
normoxic cells. This combination treatment clearly limited the
toxicity of TPZ to HCC, which caused the rapid and near-complete
necrosis of HCC. In conclusion, the combination of TPZ and HAL
showed a synergistic tumor killing activity that was specific for HCC
in HBx transgenic mice. This preclinical study forms the basis for
the ongoing clinical program for the TPZ-TACE regimen in HCC
treatment.
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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the sixth most common
solid malignancy, accounts for approximately three-quarters

of a million deaths worldwide every year (1). Over the past two
decades, the incidence of HCC has remained high in Asia and has
steadily increased in the United States and Europe (1). Treatment
for HCC largely depends on the stage of the disease. Diagnosis is
usually delayed, as ∼30–40% of the patients are already in the
intermediate stage at their initial visit, and transarterial chemo-
embolization (TACE) is the most commonly used treatment for
these patients (2). However, TACE achieves only a 20–30% tumor
remission rate, and recurrence is common, resulting in a 3-y sur-
vival rate of only ∼30% (3). This poor survival rate needs to
be improved.
The mechanism by which arterial embolization preferentially

kills HCC but spares adjacent liver tissues arises from the unique
dual blood supply to the liver. Normal liver receives 75% of its
blood supply from the portal vein (PV) and the remaining 25%
from the hepatic artery (HA) (4). In contrast, HCC almost ex-
clusively receives its blood supply from the HA (5). Based on this
unique pattern, embolization has been used to selectively block
the arterial blood supply to HCC, causing transient but profound
ischemia and depriving HCC cells from essential oxygen and nu-
trients, thus killing the tumors.
However, because of the heterogeneity of the tumor vessels

within HCC, the embolization of the tumor-feeding arteries usually

results in different degrees of ischemia and hypoxia, ranging from
0.1 to 10 μM oxygen in HCC after embolization (6). Only the
cancer tissues subjected to lethal hypoxia (less than 1 μM) will
eventually die; other cancer tissues that are exposed to sublethal
hypoxia (greater than 1 μM) usually survive and regrow. Therefore,
this result indicates that a considerable proportion of HCC can
survive transient ischemic injuries after embolization, mainly be-
cause they are only exposed to sublethal hypoxia.
Strategies have been proposed to combine arterial embolization

with radiofrequency ablation, radiotherapy, chemotherapeutic, or
biological agents to improve the tumor killing efficacy (7). Drug-
eluting bead transarterial chemoembolization (DEB-TACE) and
radioembolization have also been used, but have many unresolved
issues (8). Therefore, the development of a more effective TACE
combination therapy for patients with intermediate stage HCC
is justified.
Therefore, we propose to enhance the therapeutic efficacy of

arterial embolization by combining it with hypoxia-activated cyto-
toxic agents. The effects of arterial embolization can be amplified
if these agents are activated by sublethal hypoxia, and the surviving
cancer cells can then be killed. Consequently, tirapazamine (TPZ),
a hypoxia-activated cytotoxic agent, was investigated. TPZ is a
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bioreductive agent that can be activated at hypoxia levels similar to
the sublethal zones in arterial embolization-treated HCC. Through
a one-electron reduction process by cellular reductases, free rad-
icals are produced that cause single- or double-stranded DNA
breaks and kill the cells (9, 10). Under normoxic conditions, re-
duced TPZ is rapidly oxidized to an inactive prodrug and causes
no harmful effects.
TPZ has been tested in lung, cervical, and head/neck cancers in

combination with chemotherapy or chemoradiation (11–13). Al-
though a phase II trial showed clinical advantages (14), a phase III
trial failed to show additional benefits of adding TPZ (15). This
failure is mainly due to inadequate hypoxia within the tumors.
With the exception of the liver, cancers in most organs receive
oxygenated blood from the same arteries that supply the adjacent
normal tissues, thus it is extremely difficult to interrupt only the
arterial blood supply to the tumors and spare the normal tissues.
Therefore, HCC becomes an ideal target because it receives most
of its blood supply from the HA, and the nontumor liver tissues
mainly receive their blood supplies from the PV. Arterial embo-
lization can effectively choke the arterial blood supply to HCC,
which creates sufficient hypoxia to activate TPZ and kill HCC.
However, it does not cause hypoxia in the nontumor tissues and,
thus, TPZ cannot be activated to kill the normal hepatocytes. In
this study, we conducted a proof-of-concept experiment to test this
hypothesis in hepatitis B virus X protein (HBx)-transgenic mice, a
spontaneous HCC mouse model, and our results confirmed
this hypothesis.

Results
HCC That Spontaneously Developed in HBx Transgenic Mice, but Not
the Orthotopic HCC Xenografts, Receives Its Tumor Blood Flow Exclusively
from the Hepatic Artery. We initially used a conventional orthotopic
xenograft model by inoculating the left lobe of the liver in nonobese
diabetic severe combined immunodeficient (NOD-SCID) mice with
human Huh-7 hepatoma cells to identify a suitable animal model to
test the efficacy of the combination of TPZ and arterial emboliza-
tion. After tumor establishment, hepatic artery ligation (HAL) was
used as an alternative procedure for arterial embolization because it
is extremely difficult to perform arterial embolization in small ani-
mals because of the small caliber of the blood vessels. We per-
formed a left HAL, which was followed by a PV ligation (PVL), and
measured the changes in pO2 and blood flow in the tumor by using
the combined OxyLite/OxyFlo probes (protocol outlined in Fig.
S1A). A significant decrease in both parameters was observed after
HAL plus PVL, but not HAL alone (Fig. S1 B and C). This result
indicated that the blood flow of HCC in the orthotopic xenograft
model was supplied by both the HA and PV and, thus, it was not
an appropriate model to reflect human HCC or for subsequent
experiments.
We next tried to examine the blood supply in HCC from the

hepatic-specific HBx transgenic mice, which spontaneously de-
veloped HCC at the age of ∼18 mo (16). We selectively performed
a transient HAL in the left HA in wild-type mice, precancerous
HBx transgenic mice, and HCC-bearing HBx transgenic mice
(protocol outlined in Fig. 1A). The tumors in the left liver lobe
served as the target lesions, whereas those in the right lobe served
as the control without HAL. Only the pO2 from the tumor of left
liver lobe was decreased after HAL, which was associated with a
reduction in the tumor blood flow to <25% of the baseline,
whereas the pO2 in the left lobe of the normal or precancerous
livers was not affected (Fig. 1 B and C).
The HAL-induced hypoxia in HCC was further validated by

examining the expression of two hypoxic markers, erythropoietin
(EPO) (mRNA level) and HIF-1α (protein level) (17). The ex-
pression of both markers was elevated in the HCC in the left lobe
2 h after HAL, whereas those in the adjacent nontumorous liver
and in the HCC in the right lobe did not change significantly (Fig.
1 D and E). The specific induction of hypoxia in HCC by HAL

has been further validated by IHC staining after pimonidazole
treatment, which can be activated by hypoxia and forms adducts
with cellular proteins for IHC detection (18). The HCC in the liver
lobe targeted by HAL showed a stronger signal than that in the
nontumorous tissues (Fig. S2).
In summary, transient HAL interrupted the tumor blood flow

and induced hypoxia in only the HCC located in the region
perfused by the target artery, but did not affect the blood flow
and oxygen in the nontumorous liver tissues. This finding supports
that the blood supply of HCC in the HBx transgenic mice resem-
bles that of HCC in humans, which is thus suitable for evaluating
the efficacy of the combination of TPZ and HAL.

Dose Escalation Study of Tirapazamine in Wild-Type and Precancerous
Liver in Combination with the Transient Hepatic Artery Ligation. We
administered saline or 3, 6, or 20 mg/kg TPZ by i.v. infusion through
the tail veins of the wild-type mice in a dose escalation study to
determine the dosages of TPZ that should be combined with tran-
sient HAL. The toxicities of TPZ with transient left HAL (L-HAL)
were evaluated. The pO2 and blood flow in the left liver lobe of
wild-type mice showed no significant changes after HAL (Fig. 2A),
indicating that the normal liver was not under hypoxia following
the treatment. All mice in the treatment groups survived for 7 d and
did not show significant changes in body weights or the total se-
rum bilirubin levels (Fig. 2 B and C). However, the serum alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) levels increased at day 1 after treatment in
the groups that received higher doses of TPZ, particularly for the
groups that were treated with 20 mg/kg TPZ (Fig. 2D).
The liver tissues were collected from the left lobe of the non-

tumorous liver from each group on day 1 and day 7 after treatment

A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 1. HCC in HBx transgenic mice is mainly supplied by the HA. (A) Sche-
matic diagram of the protocol used to measure the changes in pO2, blood
flow, and the expression of hypoxic markers following transient HAL of the
left lobe of liver. The black arrow indicates the continuous monitoring of
pO2 and blood flow with combined OxyLite/OxyFlo probes inserted into the
liver. The green and red arrows indicate the time for HAL and HAL release,
respectively. The blue diamond indicates the sacrifice point. (B and C) Hyp-
oxia can be created in the HCC of the HBx transgenic mice by HAL. The
probes were inserted into different parts of the liver in mice at different
ages, including the left liver lobe of wild-type mice and precancerous HBx
transgenic mice, as well as the HCC of HBx transgenic mice, to continuously
monitor the pO2 (B) and blood flow (C) during the transient HAL treatment
period. (D and E) The expression of hypoxic markers, such as EPO and HIF-1α,
can be induced in the HCC of HBx transgenic mice following HAL for 2 h.
Tissues from different parts of the left lobe of the liver were collected before
and 2 h after L-HAL. The tumor and nontumor parts of the right lobe of the
liver were also collected for comparison. The EPO mRNA levels (D) and HIF-1α
protein levels (E) in all samples were evaluated by quantitative RT-PCR and
Western blotting, respectively. The nontumor tissue of left liver lobe before
L-HAL was used as a control.
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and processed for the H&E staining; representative results are
shown in Fig. 2E (Upper, day 1; Lower, day 7 after treatment).
Very mild necrosis (nearly 1%) was detected in the liver tis-
sues of only the mice that received a 1-d treatment with 6 and
20 mg/kg TPZ (Fig. 2E, Upper), but not in the saline and 3 mg/kg
TPZ-treated mice. However, no pathological changes were de-
tected in the livers of any of the four groups of mice on day 7
after treatment (Fig. 2E, Lower), suggesting that the transient
hepatocyte injury recovered by day 7 after the TPZ-HAL
treatment.
After the safe dosage of TPZ was determined in wild-type

mice, we further evaluated its tolerability in the precancerous
livers from 13- to 14-mo-old HBx transgenic mice, which already
showed abnormal histological changes, as reported (19). The
mice were treated with saline or 3 and 6 mg/kg TPZ in combi-
nation with the transient L-HAL and were followed for up to 7 d.
None of the treatments caused significant changes in body
weight or the serum bilirubin and ALT levels, and none of the
animals had died at the end of the follow-up (Fig. S3 A–D). The
histopathological features of the liver were also similar to those
in the control mice without combination therapy (Fig. S3E).
Finally, the safe dose of TPZ was tested in the mouse model of
liver cirrhosis induced by carbon tetrachloride (CCl4). Neither
the 3 nor 20 mg/kg doses of TPZ in combination with the tran-
sient L-HAL caused death or significant changes in body weight
or total serum bilirubin and ALT levels; necrosis of the cirrhotic
liver was not detected at the end of the 7-d follow-up (Fig. S4).
Based on these results, we decided to use 3 mg/kg dose of TPZ

for the further evaluations of the efficacy of the combination
therapy, which was well tolerated in combination with L-HAL.

Superior Tumor Killing Effect of Tirapazamine Compared with Doxorubicin
for HCC in Combination with the Transient Hepatic Artery Ligation.
Doxorubicin, a chemotherapeutic drug that is commonly used with
TACE for the treatment of HCC, was used as a control to compare

the antitumor effects with TPZ. The HBx transgenic mice containing
palpable HCC were injected with saline, doxorubicin (10 mg/kg), or
TPZ (3 mg/kg) through the tail veins, followed by transient L-HAL.
The mice were examined at day 1 and day 7 after treatment to
evaluate the effects on tumor necrosis.
We first analyzed the serum samples and liver tissues collected

from each group of mice on day 1 after treatment. The ALT levels
were transiently elevated in the TPZ-HAL–treated mice (Fig. S5
A and B). The HCC and nontumorous liver tissues collected from
the transient-HAL–treated left liver lobe of each group of mice
were processed for H&E staining. The control mice that were
treated with 0.9% saline did not show detectable necrosis. In
contrast, the TPZ-HAL–treated mice showed >99% necrosis in
the HCC region and only ∼5% necrosis in the nontumorous re-
gion; however, only ∼5% necrosis was observed in the doxorubicin-
HAL–treated HCC region (Fig. S5C).
For the follow-up analysis, the mice were killed on day 7 after

treatment to evaluate the effects on the tumor. The gross ap-
pearance of the entire liver isolated from the TPZ-HAL–treated
mice initially showed a distinct pale white color consistent with
necrotic HCC in the left lobe. This finding was not present in the
saline- or doxorubicin-treated mice (Fig. 3A). The histopatho-
logical analysis showed that only HCC treated with TPZ-HAL
showed necrosis (Fig. 3B). Approximately 99% of the entire
HCC underwent coagulative necrosis, including both the central
and the peripheral regions (Fig. 4 and Fig. S6 A and B). In
contrast, no overt histopathological changes were detected in the
HCC from mice treated with saline or doxorubicin in combina-
tion with transient HAL (Fig. 3C and Fig. S6 C and D).
We noted that a few mice had HCC in some other liver lobes

that did not receive TPZ and L-HAL. The histopathological
analysis revealed that only the HCC in the left lobe underwent
extensive tumor necrosis, whereas the HCC in other lobes
remained intact (Fig. 3 A–C). As all HCC in the liver was
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Fig. 2. Dose escalation study of TPZ combined with transient L-HAL in C57BL/
6 mice. The mice were treated with 0.9% saline or three doses of TPZ, 3, 6, and
20 mg/kg, through tail vein injections before transient L-HAL. (A) Transient
L-HAL could not induce hypoxia in the left lobe of wild-type mouse liver. The
green arrow indicates the time when L-HAL was initiated, and the red arrow
indicates the time when L-HAL was released. All groups exhibited similar
changes in body weights (B) and total bilirubin levels (C). (D) An elevation of
the ALT levels was observed on day 1 in mice that were treated with 20 mg/kg
TPZ. (E) Histopathological examination of the mouse livers. The liver tissues
were collected from transient L-HAL–treated liver lobes from each group after
1 d (Upper) or 7 d (Lower) of treatment and were processed for H&E staining.
The data are representative of each independent group. The black dashed
circle indicates the necrotic region. (Scale bars: 0.2 mm.)
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Fig. 3. Tumor-killing effect of TPZ in HCC following transient L-HAL in the
HBx transgenic mice model. The mice were treated with 0.9% saline (n = 2),
doxorubicin (10 mg/kg, n = 2), or TPZ (3 mg/kg, n = 3) through tail vein in-
jections before transient L-HAL and were killed on day 7. (A) Representative
gross morphology of the liver and tumors. Tumor necrosis occurred in the
HCC treated with TPZ, and transient HAL was revealed as a pale color. The
blue and green dashed cycles indicate the tumor regions with and without
HAL treatment, respectively. (B) Representative histopathological examina-
tion of the TPZ-treated mice. Nearly complete coagulative necrosis was ob-
served in the left lobe HCC after treatment with the L-HAL and TPZ, but not
in the HCC in the right lobe or the nontumor region. (C) No necrotic changes
were detected in HCC from the groups treated with the combination of
transient HAL and saline or doxorubicin. The data are representative of each
independent group. (Scale bars: 0.2 mm.)
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exposed to TPZ after i.v. injection, the results indicated that TPZ
alone was not effective without the hypoxia induced by L-HAL.
These results confirmed that when combined with HAL, TPZ is
highly effective compared with doxorubicin.

Expanding the Territory of Hypoxia Induced by the Combination of
Common Hepatic Artery Ligation and Tirapazamine. The above re-
sults indicated that TPZ can selectively kill HCC following tran-
sient HAL of the tumor-bearing liver lobe. Next, we transiently
ligated the common hepatic artery (CHAL) to test whether TPZ
could provide sufficient antitumor effects on HCC in a larger area
of the liver. Three groups of mice were subjected to different
treatments, including CHAL only, TPZ (3 mg/kg) only, and CHAL
combined with TPZ (3 mg/kg). The blood flow to the tumor was
reduced to nearly 25% of the baseline by CHAL, thereby estab-
lishing a hypoxic environment for the TPZ treatment (Fig. 5A).
A follow-up of 1–21 d after treatment revealed that only HCC

from the mice that were treated with TPZ and CHAL was killed,
resulting in an estimated 99% necrosis (Fig. 5E), similar to the
HCC that was treated with TPZ and L-HAL; no necrotic changes
were detected in the HCC from the other two groups (Fig. S7).
Near-complete necrosis was observed in all HCC from the four
mice that were treated with the combination of CHAL and TPZ
(Fig. 5E), except for one derived from the caudate lobe, in which
the blood supply was not from the common HA, but from a
separate branch of the aorta (Fig. S8).

Longer Follow-Up of the Treated Mice to Determine any Recurrence.
We next tried to examine the long-term effects of this combined
treatment by using noninvasive imaging. The coronal contrast-
enhanced liver magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) detection
platform was first established in two HCC-bearing mice un-
dergoing TPZ and transient CHAL treatment (Fig. S9). We then
showed one example of long-term follow-up after combination
therapy. Before the therapy, the MRI indicated only a single HCC
located in the middle-right lobe of the liver (Fig. 6A, 0 d), which
was confirmed by explorative laparotomy (Fig. 6B). After the TPZ
and transient HAL treatments, the HCC appeared to be necrotic,
which was shown as a region with reduced signal and a clear
border in the image taken at day 30 after treatment (Fig. 6A, 30 d).

As time went on, the total area of necrotic HCC decreased, which
was subsequently absorbed and completely disappeared by the
120th day (Fig. 6A, 60 d and 120 d). The tumor did not grow again
after treatment with TPZ and transient HAL, but became cystic.
H&E staining indicated a normal histology of the liver tissue at this
site on the 120th day (Fig. 6C). However, both contrast MRI and
gross examination revealed another new HCC growing in the non-
HAL–treated liver lobe (Fig. 6A and B, Neo-tumor). This result
further supports the long-term effectiveness of the combination
of TPZ and HAL in the targeted lesion.

Discussion
In this study, we show that the pattern of blood supply to HCC
in the HBx transgenic mouse model, but not in the orthotopic
xenograft model, is similar to that of HCC in humans. The
proof-of-principle of the induction of hypoxia in the HCC of
this animal model was accomplished by using the combined
OxyLite/OxyFlo probes to continuously monitor blood flow and
pO2. The average pO2 of HCC in the HBx transgenic mouse
model is 10 mmHg, which is equivalent to 15 μM O2 (1 mmHg =
1.5 μM O2) (20). A reduction in the blood flow to <25% of the
baseline can induce hypoxia in HCC, with an average pO2 of 0.75
mmHg during the period of HAL. The physiological consequences

Fig. 4. Nearly complete necrosis of an HCC tumor region of an HBx transgenic
mouse after treatment with transient L-HAL and TPZ (3 mg/kg). Representative
H&E staining of an HCC liver tissue sections from an HBx transgenic mouse
(HTHM17) covering the whole cross-section of the tumor region. Several areas
at the tumor boundary, marked by black dashed squares, are shown at a
higher magnification in Insets to show that there were no detectable residual,
viable tumor cells after the treatment. (Scale bars: 0.2 mm.)
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Fig. 5. Treatment effect of transient CHAL and TPZ, alone or in combination,
on HCC. (A) Transient CHAL-induced hypoxia in the HCC, as revealed by the
change in blood flow to the HCC following transient CHAL with or without TPZ
treatment. No significant changes in body weights (B) and the total serum
bilirubin levels (C) were observed among all groups. (D) Elevation of the serum
ALT levels in mice that were treated with transient CHAL and TPZ for 2 d.
(E) Gross morphology and histopathological examination of the tumors in the
transient-CHAL+TPZ-treated group. Tumor necrosis was first revealed by the
pale color in the gross morphological examination of three mice that were
treated for 1, 9, and 21 d (Upper). The H&E-stained tumor tissues from these
three mice were shown in Lower. All HCC in these three mice showed nearly
complete necrosis. Representative necrosis of the HCC in THTHM2 was ob-
served throughout the cross-section of the tumor region. Several tumor
boundary areas, marked by black dashed squares, were shown at a higher
magnification in Insets to show that no residual, viable tumor cells were de-
tected after the treatment. (Scale bars: black, 0.2; red, 2 mm.)
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of hypoxia, elevation of the EPO mRNA and HIF-1α protein
levels, were confirmed in the target HCC at 2 h after HAL, but not
in the nontumorous liver or HCC without HAL. Therefore, al-
though the spontaneous development of HCC in HBx transgenic
mice requires a lengthy period of ∼18 mo, this model is ideal
for studying the therapeutic efficacy of TPZ in combination
with HAL.
In clinical practice, transarterial embolization can induce hyp-

oxia in HCC, with a progressively descending O2 gradient from the
central to the peripheral region, ranging from 0.1 to 10 μM (6).
The tumor regions that were exposed to lethal hypoxia (0.1–1 μMO2)
were killed, and the regions that were exposed to “intermediate”
hypoxia (∼1–10 μM O2) were not killed and, instead, survived and
contributed to tumor regrowth. In addition, hypoxia can stabilize the
cellular HIF-1α levels and can increase the transcription of several
angiogenic genes to induce angiogenesis (21). Extrahepatic collat-
eral arteries develop rapidly after hepatic artery ligation (22). After
TACE, the collaterals support the residual tumor in most patients,
which limits the efficacy of TACE (23). Therefore, we included
TPZ, which is a bioreductive prodrug (KO2 ∼ 1 μM) (6) that can be
activated at intermediate oxygen concentrations (1–10 μM O2) (24)
caused by hepatic arterial embolization, as a strategy to overcome
the limitation of TACE.
This hypothesis was strongly supported by our proof-of-concept

experiments in HBx transgenic mice, showing superior tumor
killing effect of this TPZ-TACE treatment compared with the
traditional doxorubicin-TACE regimen (tumor necrosis: TPZ-
TACE, mean ± SD = 98.2 ± 2.7%; doxorubicin-TACE, mean ±
SD = 1.67 ± 2.89%; P < 0.001). The antitumor activities of TPZ

and arterial embolization are highly synergistic with each other,
showing a successful induction of tumor necrosis in ∼99% of the
HCC located within the region with targeted blood supply. In the
histopathological analysis, 10/11 of HCC that received this com-
bined therapy showed 99% necrosis, including the peripheral re-
gion that may potentially obtain oxygen by diffusion from the
surrounding normal liver. In the only HCC lesion showing 90%
tumor necrosis, the tumor region that did not exhibit necrosis
exhibited a portal triad structure (Fig. S10), indicating a dual
blood supply that fails to activate TPZ. The only observed adverse
event was a transient elevation of the serum ALT levels on day 1,
which completely recovered afterward by day 7 after treatment.
This phenomenon might be attributed to the tumor necrosis be-
cause the necrotic tumor could be clearly observed from day 1
after treatment.
Another limitation for TACE in current clinical practice is that

the embolization of HA using geofoam or lipiodol is usually only
transient instead of permanent. In most cases, the obstructed HA
that supplies the HCC will resume its blood flow. This observation
is supported by the fact that the arteriogram performed in the
second or later embolization usually showed that the previously
embolized HA was no longer occluded (25). Our results showed
that a transient HAL, 40–50 min (the reported half-life of TPZ),
is sufficient to induce TPZ to efficiently kill the tumor cells.
Therefore, we expect that TPZ will be compatible with the current
clinical practice using geofoam or lipiodol for embolization, which
would be sufficient to cause extensive tumor killing by TPZ al-
though the embolization is transient. It would be interesting to test
whether the combination of TPZ with hepatic embolization by
DC-Beads, which causes permanent embolization (26), could
further improve the tumor killing efficacy.
We noted that Sonoda et al. performed a similar study by ex-

amining the effectiveness of combining TPZ with transarterial
embolization (TAE) in an implanted rabbit VX2 liver tumor
model (27). However, their study did not show significant tumor
killing effects of the combination treatment, which only slowed
and decreased the tumor growth as shown by magnetic resonance
imaging. The discrepancy could come from the different animal
models and experimental protocol used in the two studies. For
example, the systems that supply blood to the implanted tumor
model might be different from human HCC, as revealed in our
study. Meanwhile, the sarcoma origin of VX2 might not be able to
reflect primary HCC. Furthermore, in their protocol, the arterial
embolization with gelatin microspheres was conducted before the
i.p. injection of TPZ, which might likely interfere with the delivery
of TPZ into the target HCC through the artery. The spontaneous
HCC model used in our present study, along with the protocol of
i.v. injecting TPZ before HAL, might provide significant advan-
tages to recapitulate the treatment of human HCC.
As revealed by our study, the safe and effective TPZ dosage

that achieved ∼99% tumor necrosis in combination with HAL
was determined to be 3 mg/kg. A previous human phase III study
of TPZ used a dose of 290 mg/m2 (15), representing a dose of
7.8 mg/kg by mg/kg-to-mg/m2 (conversion factor of 37 for a 60-kg
person) (28). According to the same formula, the safe and ef-
fective TPZ dose derived from the current study, 3 mg/kg, is
equal to 0.24 mg/kg for humans, which is considerably lower than
that used in previous clinical trials. However, the safe dose of
TPZ might need to be adjusted when considering liver cirrhosis,
which frequently coexists with HCC in humans. Only mild liver
fibrosis was identified in the nontumorous region of the HBx
transgenic mice, which limits our analysis to the effect of TPZ in
the presence of cirrhosis. However, it is well documented that
the blood supply for cirrhotic livers is contributed by both HA
and PV (29). Consequently, arterial embolization is not expected
to achieve sufficient hypoxia to activate the TPZ in cirrhotic
livers. In fact, this hypothesis has been validated by our test in the
mouse model of cirrhotic liver induced by CCl4. However, most
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Fig. 6. Long-term follow-up with contrast-enhanced MRI showed that the
necrotic HCC observed after treatment with TPZ and transient HAL even-
tually disappeared. (A) A single HCC located in the middle-right liver lobe of
an HBx transgenic mouse was identified by coronal contrast-enhanced liver
MRI (marked with a green dashed line at 0 d). After the combined therapy,
the HCC appeared to be necrotic, as indicated by the region with a low MRI
signal and clear border at 30 and 60 d (marked with green dashed line at
30 d and 60 d). The volume of this HCC decreased with time (from 0 d to
30 d and 60 d), and it was completely absorbed and disappeared at the end
point (120 d). Meanwhile, another new tumor was growing in the non-HAL–
treated liver lobe and was detected by contrast-enhanced MRI (marked by
blue dashed circle). (B) Gross morphology of the HCC before treatment and
120 d after treatment. A cystic lesion was formed at the site of the original
HCC, and a neo-tumor was identified at the end of follow-up (the green
dashed circle indicates the original tumor and the blue dashed circle indi-
cates the new tumor). (C) H&E staining for the liver tissues collected from the
cystic lesion (original tumor area) and the neo-tumor. (Scale bars: 0.2 mm.)
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intermediate stage HCC usually outgrows as several satellites
around the main tumor. These small satellite tumors may also be
perfused by the portal vein and may resist TACE or TPZ-TACE.
A clinical phase I trial can be started with intermediate HCC
patients with Child-Pugh class A cirrhosis to determine the op-
timal dose and tolerability of i.v. TPZ to address these issues
with efficacy or limitations of the current approach. Hopefully,
the ongoing clinical trial combining TPZ and TAE in the
appropriate HCC patients will help examine whether this
TPZ-TACE regimen can be an effective therapy to increase
the survival of patients with intermediate stage HCC.

Materials and Methods
Drugs and Chemicals. TPZ (SR 4233, 3-amino-l,2,4-benzotriazine-l,4-dioxide,
WIN59075, and Tirazone) was provided by Lestoni. Doxorubicin hydrochlo-
ride was obtained from National Taiwan University Hospital. TPZ and
doxorubicin hydrochloride were dissolved in 0.9% sterile NaCl on the day of
the tail vein injection, and the solution was protected from light until its use.

HBx Transgenic Mice and Animal Care. The HBx transgenic mice were estab-
lished as described (19). The study protocols were approved by the In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Committee of National Taiwan University
College of Medicine Laboratory Animal Center (NTUCMLAC). All of the HBx
transgenic mice were bred and followed-up in a specific pathogen-free fa-
cility; the tails of individual mice were subsequently collected upon weaning
at 3 wk of age for the genotyping process by using a described method (19).

HCC developed spontaneously in >95% of the male HBx transgenic mice
at the age of 17–18 mo. The transgenic mice containing 0.5–2 cm in diameter
tumors were used for this study. The livers in 13- to 14-mo-old HBx trans-
genic mice were considered at the precancerous stage, which already
showed degeneration, inflammation, and even some small hyperplastic
nodules, as revealed by histopathological examination (19).

Transient HAL. The mice were subjected to left or common hepatic artery
ligation for 40 min, and the silk ligation was subsequently untied. For the
studies on the effects of the drugs, 0.9% saline, doxorubicin, and TPZ were
injected into the tail vein of each mouse for 7 min before the hepatic artery

ligation. After completion of the injection, a midline laparotomy was per-
formed to expose the left lobe of liver and liver hilum to dissect the left or
common hepatic artery for transient ligation. All mice were anesthetized
with an i.p. injection of 400 mg/kg Avertin (Sigma-Aldrich) during the ex-
periments. The liver tissues were collected for quantitative real-time PCR,
Western blotting, and H&E staining, and serial serum samples were collected
to evaluate the ALT and total bilirubin levels by using an ARKRAY Spotchem
EZ Chemistry Analyzer SP-4430 (Arkray).

In Vivo pO2 and Blood Flow Measurements. The tissue oxygen levels and blood
flow can be directly measured by using the combined OxyLite/OxyFlo probes
(Oxford Optronix). The OxyLite is a fiber-optic probe that can detect the
O2-dependent fluorescent lifetime at the tip to measure pO2. The OxyFlo
continuously monitors tissue blood perfusion by using laser-Doppler flow-
metry. In this study, the tip size of the combined probes was ∼450 μm, and
the probes were directly inserted into liver tumor or nontumor tissue of an
anesthetized mouse to continuously monitor pO2 and blood flow before,
during, and after ligation of the hepatic artery or both the hepatic artery
and portal vein. The pO2 and blood flow signals from the probes were a 5-s
average value and were recorded and analyzed with a data-acquisition
system (LabChart Reader, Chart version 6 for Windows; AD Instruments).

MRI Detection. Mice with HCC were imaged under isoflurane anesthesia
(Abbott Laboratories), and contrast-enhanced MRI was acquired by using
1 mmol/kg gadobutrol (gadolinium-DO3A-butriol, Gadovist 1.0; Bayer
Schering Pharma) on a 7 Tesla Animal MR Scanner (Bruker BioSpin). We
performed scans before HAL as a baseline (day 0), and scans were collected
every 30 d thereafter for 120 d of follow-up. The coronal image sets were
collected by using the following parameters: repetition time, 1,300 ms;
echo time, 9 ms; flip angle, 90°; field of view, 3 × 2.5 cm; matrix, 256 × 256;
spatial resolution, 117 × 98 μm/pixel; slice thickness, 1.0 mm. The mice were
killed on days 9, 13, and 120 after treatment, and the livers were processed
for H&E staining.
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